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 I have studied about 4month in this university and learned a lot of things. Before coming here, my 

main purpose was improving my English skill, but after arriving here, I noticed that improving Chinese 

is more important than English, because it was difficult for me to buy something or eat in restaurant 

without our volunteers, so I changed to study Chinese harder.  During the exchange students, I 

focused on 3 things, studying, swimming club and communicate with other students. 

 Firstly, I would like to talk about studying. I had 4 classes in this semester, International Financial 

Management, Business communication, Mandarin Chinese and Physical Education of Swimming. I 

thought that my classmates are very activity and listen carefully in the class. Especially Business 

Communication’s classmates said their opinion themselves and they look having a confidence. In 

Japan, few students say their opinion so that I was surprised and felt admiration. I choose small classes 

and teacher often ask us some question so it was easy for me to join the class activity. In Mandarin 

class, I could learn very useful Chinese words or conversations. It helped me to improve my Chinese 

skill. In fact, I have learned Chinese in my home university only writing so I could understand what 

they written but I couldn’t understand what they said. While, this teacher focus on speaking skills so I 

thought it is very useful in daily life. 

The second topic is swimming club. At first, I heard that exchange students cannot join this club so I 

chose to take the swimming class but my volunteer told that if I pass the swimming test, I could join 

them. Thanks to his helping, I could take the test and be accepted to join it. They practice 3 times a 

week so it was a little hard for me to combine studying and club activity but every team mates are very 

friendly, they often invited me to eat breakfast or dinner together and introduced me many kinds of 

traditional food. The most interesting food is 臭豆腐. They bought it for me with a smile. It was very 

stinky but I could eat them. I thought it is more delicious than I thought. There are 2 swimming 

competition in this semester and joined both of them. In these competitions, I could get some medals. 

These are special souvenirs for me. After the competition, we went to Hualien city and ate dinner 

together. In fact, I have joined the swimming club in my home university. Last year, we had one 

exchange student and he joined a practice every time but we didn’t talk with him so much, so I was 

very surprised that they accept foreigners and talked me every practice. Following this experience, I 



reflected on myself.  I felt that I could make good relationships with my teammates and communicate 

each other. Sometimes I thought that If I could speak not only English but also Chinese very well, I 

could talk with other teammates. I spend almost time with my teammates during the exchange 

students. I’m sure, it’s good choice to join them. I really appreciate their kindness.  

Lastly, I would like to talk about interaction. Before coming here, I decided not to communicate with 

Japanese so often. I came here for exchange students so my purpose is to communicate with foreign     

people. I think I could achieve this purpose. One reason is to join the swimming club and second 

reason is many people often invited me some party or activity. I joined the tea ceremony club and 

school activity with 海星 high school students. It was very good opportunity to meet many people. 

On the tea ceremony club, I learned how to make the Chinese tea in simple way. The activity contents 

are eating dinner and drinking Chinese tea. I met many Taiwanese and Chinese friends and we went to 

many sightseeing together in Hualien city. One day, I and my Chinese friend ate dinner together and 

talked about our country for example, history, politics or daily life in university. I can find many 

culture difference that time. The activity with high school students were very good opportunity to learn 

between Taiwan and Japan. We went to 花蓮文化創意産業園區 and 慶修院 and tried 浴衣 which 

is traditional Japanese clothes. There are many old pictures with Japanese people and I found Hualien 

and Japan have deep history. Before coming here, I didn’t know this fact so I really thought that I did 

good choice to come here. In fact, my grandmother’s uncle was police officer in Taiwan but I don’t 

know which part in Taiwan so I can feel close relationships. 海星 high school students study 

Japanese very hard and tried to talk Japanese with us. They really like Japanese cultures. It makes me 

very happy. Otherwise, I cannot talk Chinese and don’t know Taiwanese actors or drama very much so 

I felt a little sorry about that. I should search about it before coming here.  

During the exchange program, I found 3 important things, smiling, understand each other, and there 

are many things which I don’t know. I would like to talk about smiling first. I met many people who 

cannot talk English in daily life, just can speak Chinese. In this case, I tried to smile every time to 

make a good attitude. When I went to dolphin watching with Chinese people, some of them cannot talk 

English so I just smile and enjoyed watching them. After that, we could be friend only using a smile. 

When I went to eating dinner with swimming teammates, I could not talk with them because of my 

character, shy girl, so I just smiled at that time. As I met and ate a dinner together, I could talk with 

them easily. Second, I learned the importance to understand each other. I met many people, 

Taiwanese , Chinese, Spanish, Gambian、Tuvalu, Korean, Indonesian, and Singapore. If I stay in japan, 

I would not meet them. Taking a same class together, we can make good relationship. More and more 

communicate each other, I could understand about my friends and found that every person has their 

own identity and character. If there are 2 persons who is from same country, they would have different 

idea. For example, I and my Japanese friend have Chinese roommates and we often shared about our 

roommate story and each roommate are totally different character. I thought that it’s not good way to 



judge people based on country, race, religion, so communication is very important way to knowing 

each other. I learned many culture difference in this semester and I could broaden my horizons. Lastly, 

I found there are many things which I don’t know in the world. At first, I thought I know many things 

myself but now, I don’t think so. When I went to the shop in Hualien without my volunteer, it was very 

difficult to buy somethings because of my poor Chinese. I couldn’t understand anything what 

shopkeeper said. I felt dangerous about my Chinese skill so I asked my volunteer to exchange our 

language and practiced together. After studying, I went to drink shop and order myself as a practice 

Chinese. At first, I couldn’t order in Chinese, but more and more practice, I could order by myself. 

When I went to travel another place in Taiwan, I could read short Chinese sentence, it makes me 

happy. According this experience, I found if I can’t read Chinese, I couldn’t get an information from 

the sentence. For example, a paper is written “don’t enter” but I cannot understand them, I might enter 

the door. I think it is dangerous. There are many things which I don’t know not only language but also 

culture or society. In business communication class, we had a presentation and our group theme was 

“Privilege”. I have never heard this word before because I seldom use this word in daily life in Japan 

so I didn’t know this meaning. One of our group member is from Malawi and told us her home 

country. There are many different real between her country and my country. But it comes to think of it, 

there are many privileges in daily life in my country. If I stay in Japan I would never consider about 

this topic. These experience makes me to keep interesting many things and studying myself.  

During the exchange program, I learned many things and had various experience with my friends. It 

was very good opportunity to go out from Japan and feel different culture. These are precious memory 

for me. I would like to make use of my experience to my future. 

 


